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Covers common expressions, conversations, and cultural notes   

   

   Your fun and friendly guide to communicating in Russian   

   Whether you're a student, a traveler, or a businessperson, or if you just want to speak basic Russian, you'll find this book packed with practical lessons and handy references — including coverage of written Russian, a Russian-English mini-dictionary, lists of vital verbs, and more!   

   Discover how to    

	Have everyday conversations in Russian    
	Make sense of Russian grammar    
	Improve your pronunciation    
	Get a handle on verb conjugations    
	Use idioms and popular expressions    


About the Author
   
Andrew Kaufman, PhD, is currently a Visiting Lecturer in the Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures at the University of Virginia. He holds a PhD in Slavic Languages and Literatures from Stanford University, and he has recognized success as both a published scholar and an innovative, award-winning teacher of Russian language, literature, and culture at some of the country’s top universities. Dr. Kaufman has worked as a Russian language and literature expert for “Oprah’s Book Club,” he has discussed Russian literature and culture on the national television show Democracy Now!, and he has been heard as a featured guest on Talk America Radio and on Silver Rain Radio in Russia. A fluent speaker of Russian, Dr. Kaufman has lived extensively in Russia, where he studied at Moscow State University and also worked as an interpreter, translator, and management consultant. To learn more about Dr. Kaufman, please visit his website at www.professorandy.com.
   Serafima Gettys, PhD, earned her doctorate degree in Foreign Language Education from Gertzen State Pedagogical University, Leningrad, USSR. She is currently a Coordinator of the Foreign Language Program at Lewis University, where she also teaches Russian. Prior to coming to Lewis University, she taught Russian at Stanford University. Gettys is also a member of a number of professional language associations.   

   Nina Wieda is a doctoral student in Slavic Languages and Literatures at Northwestern University in Chicago. She is committed to bringing Russian language and culture into the lives of her readers and students, because, as the Latin proverb goes, “With each new language, you live a new life.” A trained linguist with an MA in Social Sciences, Nina also has a book of poetry published in Russian, and a number of scholarly articles on Chekhov and contemporary drama published in English.       
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Operational Risk with Excel and VBA: Applied Statistical Methods for Risk Management (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise For Operational Risk with Excel and VBA    

"Dr. Nigel Da Costa Lewis has produced the most exciting volume ever on operational risk modeling. It is a must for students, practitioners, risk managers, and senior executives. . . I feel this work is the first step in revolutionizing the discipline. Other books in this field tell...
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Infrared Thermography for Building Moisture Inspection (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2018

	
		This book presents the state-of-the-art in infrared thermography (IRT) applications with a focus on moisture assessment in buildings. It also offers practical discussions of several case studies, including comparisons of IRT with other surface temperature measurement techniques. In closing, it demonstrates how IRT can be used to...
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InDesign Type : Professional Typography with Adobe InDesign CS2Adobe Press, 2006
It's no mystery why InDesign has become the premier page layout program: It offers great tools-not least among them its sophisticated typographic controls. Here to show you how to take advantage of them is the first book devoted solely to that topic. Whether you're a graphics pros migrating from InDesign's long-entrenched competitor QuarkXPress or...
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Vagrant Virtual Development Environment CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 35 hands-on recipes to help you master Vagrant, and create and manage virtual computational environments


	About This Book

	
		Configure and deploy software to Vagrant machines with scripts and configuration management tools
	
		Manage and share Vagrant development environments with cloud
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Energy Evolution (The Eco-Technology Series)Gateway, 2001
Coincidence? Or perhaps not! Standing as we are on the threshold of a new era, the first dawning of a new age, there is an air of expectancy of things imminent and better. In a certain sense this has psychologically programmed us with a willingness to embrace new concepts, to inaugurate and accept far-reaching change. It is also a time to reflect...
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User's Guide To Cryptography And Standards (Artech House Computer Security)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This book is about standards, cryptography, and standards for cryptography. It has been written in the hope that it will
serve a number of purposes, including the following.

◗ Perhaps most importantly, to provide a general introduction
to standardized cryptography for the user of this technology (i.e., a designer or...
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